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editorial
It has become apparent to many
of us that recent decisions made
by Tweed Shire Council appear
to lack any consideration for the
public interest or the will of the
majority of local residents.
It has been a titanic struggle for
the residents of Hastings Point
to get Council to limit the height
and intensity of development on
Cudgera Creek. The opposition
to the sale of Bay Street and
the height and scale of development in Tweed Heads
is widespread and unequivocal. Similarly, opposition to
anti-environmental activities
like speed boats and rally cars
has been vocal and emphatic.
But has the Council paid any
attention to these legitimate
concerns? Apparently not.
Council’s lack of public consultation, lack of accountability and
lack of transparency, were the
major findings coming from the
Inquiries of Bulford and Daly into
the undemocratic and despotic behaviour of the ruling clique within
the previous Council.
But there is a new urgency and
responsibility for Council to make
decisions that are sympathetic
to our environment; that are not
just favourable to the large property companies of developers (eg
Centro and Leda). The Global
Financial Crisis is a minor concern compared to the new climate
of Global Warming. Our very
survival is threatened by Climate
Change, our disregard for Ecological Sustainability, and the need to
radically reduce carbon pollution.
It is time all governments faced
up to their chief responsibilities of
ensuring environmental and ecological health and wellbeing from
the local to the global. It is all the

one system. There is no special
place for the privileged. Too often
planning models and decisions are
manufactured behind closed doors
at meetings between developers
and bureaucrats and then presented to the public at the last moment
as a fait accompli. The situation is
made much worse by the fact that
all large developments on or near
the coast now fall under Part 3a
of the Environmental Planning &
Assessment act, whereby the Minister for Planning is the ultimate

consent authority whose decision
cannot be challenged. The needs
of local residents, so far from this
central authority, are easily ignored. (eg the proposals at Cobaki
Lakes and at Cudgen Lake, Kings
Forest ).
If our built environment is to
reflect the wishes of the majority
of residents then genuine, democratic consultation needs to take
place well in advance of the final
plans being presented, (usually
minutes before the vote is taken in
the chamber).
The voting patterns of councillors
in or around the middle (Holdom,
Skinner, van Lieshout) indicates
that they tend to vote according to
the recommendations of council
bureaucrats.
It seems that these recommendations usually follow the Ministerial and Department of Planning
directions and as such represent
mainstream Sydney-centric perspectives, which do not necessar2

ily coincide with the best interests
of local residents. Issues such
as the World Rally, Bay Street
sell-off, down-town high rise, and
various Marina proposals follow
the orthodoxy of the Planning,
Tourism, Ports and Waterways
and Land Ministries in Macquarie Street. They in turn get their
orders from the Labor machine in
Sussex Street who in turn are captives of the large developers, hoteliers and clubs and media corporations. The website “Democracy
4 sale” clearly documents the
influence of the development
industry on planning decisions
made by the Minister. Many
quid pro quos, indeed.
Because both major parties
benefit so heavily from the
same corporations, there is
no effective opposition in
state parliament or in our
local council chamber.
The depressing reality is that the
current situation in the Tweed
Shire Council is very similar to
that of the preceding two or three
councils, where developer puppet
councillors and/or council bureaucrats call the shots. Ecological
sustainability is a concept beyond
the ken of most councillors or bureaucrats. The Mayor and General
Manager whilst probably voting
for different political parties are
essentially the same side – the Big
End of Town. This means engineering solutions and monetarist
orthodoxy above ecological and
environmental health. Global
Warming and rising sea levels
are not even a blip on the horizon. But then again, Polglase and
Youngblutt are even further to the
dinosaur Right. Fossil fuels for
fossilised fools.
Hop.E

Kings Forest and Cobaki Lakes Concept Plan Applications Cr. Katie Milne
1. Extracts from the Tweed Shire Council Koala
Habitat Atlas, Dr Stephen Phillips and John Callaghan, www.tweed.nsw.gov.au, Sept 1996:

Past records show that this site contained 243 flora
species including:

“While the actual size and status of the current Koala population for the study area (Total
Tweed coast area) remains speculative, considered calculations … produce an estimated
Koala population of well below 500 and realistically between 200 and 300”.

• 3 endangered ecological communities, under
the State Threatened Species Conservation Act
(TSC Act), (1 endangered species is now no
longer present), and

“Such considerations from the Koalas’ perspective suggest an effective population size for
the entire [Tweed coast] study area of between
65–130 individuals”.
“Given the degree of isolation from other
known Koala populations and subsequent low
probability of significant levels of recruitment
from outside of the [Tweed coast] study area,
this Koala population should be considered
highly Vulnerable to Endangered with poor
prospects for long term survivorship”.

• 6 threatened flora species and

• 2 threatened flora species, under the Federal
Environment Protection Biodiversity Conservation Act (EPBC Act)
That is a total of 452 different flora and fauna
species with:
• 30 Threatened listings under the TSC Act
and
• 5 threatened listings under the EPBC ACT

3. “The best quality habitat for most fauna groups
occurs outside the development footprint, within
areas of vegetation to be retained within SEPP 14
wetlands and within areas otherwise zoned envi“The report concludes that, realistically the
ronmental protection. Two threatened species,
long term conservation and management [of the
the Wallum Froglet and Koala are exceptions to
koala] … is largely in the hands of the Local
this and have been recorded widely over much
Government and the community.”
of the site including within the development
footprint. The Masked Owl and Grass Owl have
It would seem that many Tweed Coast Koalas are
also been recorded in these areas.” (Developerat their limits of endurance. It would appear that
JBA Koala Management Plan).
impacts for koalas would need to be reduced
rather than increased to ensure their long
4. ‘Kings Forest’ misses the key opportunity to even
term survival.
utilise its name as a powerful awareness and protective tool for the Koala.
2. Extracts: Concept Plan, King’s Forest, Environmental Assessment Report JBA)
Under the Kings Forest plan the Koala corridors
have various intercepting dual uses such as golf
“75 koalas utilize the Kings Forest area, with at
course, industrial land, bike track and a major
least 15 resident Koalas on site. … Of particular
four lane road. There are predicted traffic flows
note the [King’s Forest] site has core Koala habiof 40,000 vehicles per day and a number of other
tat, mainly in the eastern, south eastern and north
roads crossing these koala corridors with no under
eastern areas.”
or overpasses planned.
Past records show that King’s Forest contained
5. Australia has the worst record of animal ex209 fauna species including:
tinctions in the world. The Tweed has a large
• 21 threatened fauna species listed under the
part to play in that.
Threatened Species Conservation Act, and
Extract: Tweed Shire Council Management Plan
• 3 threatened fauna species listed under the
“In terms of the number of animal species, the
Environment Protection Biodiversity ConserTweed has one of the highest vertebrate biodivervation Act.
sity of any region in Australia. Figures compiled
by the Australian Nature Conservation Agen3

cies, State of the Environment
Report (1996) suggest that the
region supports more species of
bird, fish, amphibian, and mammals than Kakadu, and a similar
number of reptiles”.
112 threatened fauna species have been recorded in the
Tweed, 6 of which are proposed
for listing as Critically Endangered, 17 listed as Endangered
and 88 as Vulnerable.
6. The guaranteed continuation
of the Koala is essential for the
Australian psyche. The Koala
is an iconic Australian animal
and must be preserved for the
integrity of our Local, National
and International reputation
and biodiversity obligations.
A reassessment of National
Koala viability in light of the
decimation of Koalas from the
bushfires of Victoria must be
undertaken.
“Australia’s koalas form the
backbone of a lucrative tourism
industry. In 1996 alone, revenue
of $1.1 billion was injected into
Australia’s economy by foreign
tourists who came here to see
koalas,” according to statistics from the Australian Koala
Foundation.
The Tweed area has been
recognised by government as
a significant part of the ‘Koala
Coast’.

If this development goes ahead
a long term bond must be established based on the social,
ecological and economic costs
to Australia if any koala populations were to become extinct in
these areas.
7. The Koala issues outlined are
only one example of the 30
threatened species at the Kings
Forest site. Potoroos are considered to be even more threatened by these developments
than the Koala. There is also
highly significant Wallum Sandplain and breathtaking Heathlands at the Cudgen Paddock
area.

• 6 different types of Endangered Ecological Communities
• 8 plant species listed statewide under TSC act and
• 2 listed Nationally threatened
under EPBC Act
There are 194 fauna species recorded at the Cobaki site.
• 12 fauna species have been
listed as State Threatened
under TSC Act and
• 2 as Nationally threatened
under the EPBC Act.
Total 643 different species and
28 threatened listings for
Cobaki.

8. Cobaki
There are also Koala, ThreatAll Councillors except Cr Polened Species and Potoroo issues
glase supported a motion for
at Cobaki Lakes.
best practice on Koala management for Kings Forest but
Extract: Concept Plan Cobaki
they refused to support or even
Lakes, Ecological Assessment,
second a motion for workshops
JBA, 2008:
on these developments or for
“Large areas mapped as key
similar protections for Cobaki.
habitats occur in areas with
existing development approv- The Plans for these developments
als or which are proposed to
are still available for viewing
be developed.”
on the NSW Planning web site
under ‘active projects’. LetIt is intended to remove 9.24
ters can still be sent straight to
hectares of suitable Koala habithe Planning and Environment
tat at Cobaki Lakes (20.8 % of
Ministers and Councillors even
total available Koala habitat).
though the submission period
There have been 449 flora spehas closed.
cies recorded at the Cobaki site

YWCA Murwillumbah Communities for Children initiative of the Stronger Families and Communities Strategy presents

Belly to Big School Family Fun Day
Especially for families with children under 5 yrs
Sunday 17th May 10am - 2pm, Nullum St., Knox Park Murwillumbah
Lots of Parent Information
Free children’s activities
Preschools, Playgroups & Care
Hello Africa
Free Mobile Animal Farm
Child & Family Health Info
Free Reptile Show
Info Especially for Dads
Free Face painting
Early Intervention & Support
Free jumping castle
Parenting Resources
Call Kerry for more information on 66723003 (Tues and Wed) or 66795276
Caldera Environment Centre will have a stall at this event, please visit us.
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Repco Rally Australia
Planned for September 3–6 in the Tweed / Kyogle areas (and for the next 20 years).
What’s planned?
Unfortunately - it’s not in the
style of a rally meandering
through the countryside with
stops for the odd cup of tea. It
is a high speed thrills and spills
racing event on the sleepy back
roads of Tweed and Kyogle
Shires. They will be racing
next to homes and properties of
residents who live where they do
for the peace and quiet. It will
run though forested properties,
private and public, including
Koala Corridors and even National Parks. It will race though
some of the most biologically
important and diverse areas of
the country, threatening many
endangered and vulnerable species and threatening the environment and reputation of our area.
Points to consider:
At a time when the globe
hovers on the brink of climate
catastrophe, where is the logic in
holding gas-guzzling, CO2 emitting events? This kind of event
belongs to a time past when we
didn’t have the knowledge we
have now. There will be significant emissions not only from
competitors but also spectators’
cars, the large number of support
vehicles, the planes that bring
them here. Also a significant
number of choppers will be in
the air, with a plane flown over
the event to transmit data.
The Green Cauldron is an internationally-renowned biodiversity
hot spot; one of only three in
Australia, one of 17 in the world.
You would be hard pressed to
find a more inappropriate place
for a high speed car race. A racing rally through heavily forested
tracks and dirt roads including
a national park, where normally

you cannot even get permission
to ride a horse!
The date of the Rally in early
Spring coincides with prime
breeding times for our local
fauna and will disrupt their
breeding cycles, including koalas
and many other vulnerable and
endangered species.
The Rally is proposed to be
held at our driest time of year,
where sparks from cars and
cigarette butts from spectators
present significant bush fire risk.
The economic benefit to our
region is doubtful. Western
Australia is reported to have
ended its contract with Rally
Australia because it didn’t
make economic sense. The
prime target group for events
similar to this are 18 to 35 year
old males, who are more likely
to spend their money in the clubs
and casinos of the Gold Coast.
The damage to our ecotourism
reputation will adversely effect
our local economy. Peter Garrett,
the Federal Minister for the Environment, was here last year to
promote the Green Cauldron as a
top ecotourism destination. Why
did he bother if that reputation
will be ruined by a racing rally?
It seems there may be a short
term economic boost for some
local pubs and bottle shops
(about 5 days worth), but with a
long term negative economic effect as the area receives a petrol
head reputation, deterring families and eco-tourists from coming here.
Motorsport has been clearly
identified as a negative influence
on driving habits. Increases in
accidents of around 35% have
been recorded following motorsport events.

If you live near the rally route,
from Kingscliff to Kyogle, your
access will be severely limited
during the Rally.
A large amount of public
money has already been given
to this event by the NSW state
government. This amount has
been kept secret but it is rumoured to be between 5 and
$8 million dollars. This is at a
time when the state’s health
system is in crisis and our
schools and roads are chronically under-funded, 400 staff
are to be axed in Northern
Rivers hospitals due to an $8
million funding shortfall.
The organisation of the rally
shows undemocratic processes
at state and local level. This
includes the ‘secret’ amount of
taxpayers money given by the
state government and very poor
efforts at public consultation by
TSC and the rally organisers.
Tweed Shire Council has committed $120,000 per event + free
office accommodation + other
support to be decided by the general manager Mike Rayner, who
is also on the board of World
Rally Australia – how is that for
a Conflict of Interest ?!?!
All this, and still no Development Application or Environmental Impact Study for public
comment (as of mid-April 2009).
This planned Rally is detrimental to our Tweed area for environmental, social and economic
reasons.
Latest news, $120,000 of your
rates money given (or to be
given) to a ‘private company’,
authorised by TSC administrators on 12 August 2008, one
month before the first public announcement of proposed event.

Please lobby councillors, watch for the Development Application announcement and lodge a submission.

The Issue of Public Consultation
There is a continuum of public engagement in pol- by the powers that be. This is NOT the case with
icy making known as Arnstein’s ladder, developed in any major decision that the TSC has made in a long,
1969. This has been used as a basis for interpreting
long time. We are in the middle of the spectrum, we
power relationships between
are informed of TSC’s decigovernment and people in
sions but we can’t participate
Arnsteins ladder
the community. The more
in what they are. This needs
Citizen Control
Advanced democracy
advanced democratic ideals
to change. If we truly live in a
Delegated power
are within a community the
Democracy then people need
Partnership
greater the level of public
to be allowed to engage in the
Placation
involvement in decisions.
decision making process, and
Consultation
if the people disagree with
Consultation is all about
Informing
Tweed Shire
the decision being made, then
power. If the community
Therapy
perhaps it shouldn’t go ahead.
has no power it is informed
Manipulation

Authoritarian

and manipulated by decision
makers. As can be seen in
this example, even consultation is low down on the
ladder. It is not the ideal goal, but a step on the way
to full public participation in decision making.

What needs to happen is prior to any decision
being announced by an authority, whether Commonwealth or Local Government, the community
needs to be more than just informed. They need to
be actively engaged in the decision making process.
They need to know that they have been listened to

How many times can the NSW
Labor Government, the Roads
and Traffic Authority (RTA), other
government agencies or the bigtime developers save the State’s
frog population?
Whenever there is a controversial
development, the spin doctors
reach into their top drawer and
produce a frog yarn and how it
will be saved from extinction by
caring, sensitive and environmentally-friendly development.
Because there has been a major
community backlash against the
plan to stage a car rally in the
Tweed Shire on the QueenslandNSW border, the slippery croaker
has emerged from the swamp to
be rescued once again.

So what went wrong? Why
do we live in a democratic
society that does not encourage participation? People
perhaps aren’t vocal enough about their rights. If you
want the right to participate in the process then you
have to make your voice heard. Unfortunately the
powers that be have such a complex system in place
now, that you can feel like you have participated and
have had your say, but it carries no weight and is
completely dismissed.
Samuel K. Dawson

NSW Spin Doctors Find
The pro-rally Tweed Daily News
broke the frog scoop:
“Organisers of the upcoming
world car rally championship in
Tweed and Kyogle have done
their bit to help save an endangered frog living in the forest near
Mt Warning.
“They have re-routed the proposed rally, set for September,
away from an isolated bridge in
Cadell Road through Wollumbin
National Park after being told the
rare giant barred frog lived under
it and could be affected in the
unlikely event of an accident on
the bridge”.
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This is the kind of tosh being
served up by the promoters of the
Repco Australia Rally to seduce
the local residents into supporting
the event which is going to turn
roads in the sleepy shire into a
screeching racetrack with thousands of out-of-town petrol heads
descending from Sydney, Brisbane and the Gold Coast.
The NSW Government has won
the backing of the local Daily
News and the weekly Sun by
promising buckets of advertising
and it has wooed the desperate
business community with lucrative spin-offs if the taxpayer-subsidised event succeeds.

Dear Council, ...

c) • Explain how the Tweed Shire
will actively and effectively
counteract Carbon Pollution and
Global Warming over the next five
years and more (beyond the current measures already being enacted under the Council’s Conservation and Biodiversity Strategy).

For almost twenty years the Caldera Environment Centre (CEC)
has been working assiduously
to conserve our shared natural
environment, safeguard biodiversity and promote the wise use of
scarce resources. For the past fifteen years we have been encouraging Council to reduce Carbon
Pollution and raise awareness
about the perils of Global Warming. Past Councils have not been
sufficiently proactive in countering this prime planetary problem.

tion asking Tweed Shire Council
to explain to Tweed residents and
ratepayers:

It is extremely disappointing to
realise the blasé and tokenistic
way Council is dealing with the
biggest problem of the new millenium. Speed boats and rally cars
are not compatible in a “World
Heritage” region and send the
wrong message to impressionable
youths and old boys.

d) Will the Council accept an
invitation from the CEC to present
• Explain why the General Man- a strategy to enable the Mt. Warnager has not got a major conflict
ing Shield Volcano to become a
of interest between representing
UNESCO Biosphere Reserve?
the long term ecological/environ(beyond five minutes at a General
mental sustainability of the ‘Green Access session).
Cauldron’ and being a member
We look forward to your positive
of a committee established speresponse the these four questions.
cifically to promote polluting and
environmentally damaging events Hop.E Hopkins
over the next ten (or twenty)
CEC Co-ordinator
years.

The Caldera Environment Centre,
at its monthly general meeting for
April, passed a unanimous resolu-

a) How the decision to sell Bay
Street and shrink the adjoining
parkland reserve came about, and
why it was considered to be in the
best interests of the majority of
residents.
b) • How the decision was taken
to promote the Repco World Rally
and to allow special privileges
before any public consultation or
environmental assessment report
was undertaken.

• Explain how a rapidly increasing population will not greatly
increase Carbon Pollution in
Tweed Shire and why a much
larger population will not impact
negatively on the quality of life of
most residents and the health of
our shared environment.

Another Frog to Save

Local resident Dr Fiona McCormick complained in the local
paper:

Incredibly, Tweed Shire Council
general manager Mike Rayner has
been given permission by Local
Government Department director-general Garry Payne to join
the rally’s board of directors in a
non-remunerated role.

“The organisers of the rally tell us
it will boost the local economy;
however, the reason they propose
to run it here is that Western Australia no longer wishes to host it
as it has done nothing whatsoever
for revenue in that state”.

Rayner has dismissed concerns
about a conflict of interest between his chief executive role
on the council, his place on the
Repco Rally board, the council
staff he manages and the council
processes he supervises.
The development application
for the overall route will not be

lodged until later this month but
residents have been told the race
will be over 350km of roads in the
Tweed and Kyogle shires.
The 60 super-charged cars expected to take part will be travelling
at speeds of more than 120kph
through the pristine national parks
of Wollumbin, Mooball and the
Richmond Ranges. Some local
roads will be closed for up to five
days each year for the event causing major disruption to residents,
farmers and children going to and
from school.

Like the proposed car rally at the
2000 Olympics venue at Homebush, the financial arrangements
between the government and the
private promoters remain a closely-held secret. Commercial confidentiality, old boy. Melbourne’s
rally squillionaire and Fairfax
chairman Ron Walker knows all
about that.

Alex Mitchell (www.crikey.com.au/Politics/20090311-NSW-spin-doctors-find-another-frog-to-save.html)
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Community is Security
After watching The End of Suburbia and then hearing a talk by
Dr Colin Campbell of the Association for the Study of Peak Oil
the very next day, Rob Hopkins
and his Permaculture and Sustainability students at Kinsale
Further Education College in
County Cork, Ireland were motivated to ask ‘what could Kinsale
look like 20 years from now?
How good can we make it? And
how do we get there?’
The creative visioning from this
project became the first Energy
Descent Action Plan—its purpose: ‘creating local sustainable communities beyond oil
dependency’—the beginnings of
Transition Towns. Fundamental
to this is the understanding that
accepting the need for energy
descent will have the outcome
of reducing our carbon footprint
and, as Rob explains in The
Transition Handbook (p143),
“The Transition approach is, I
hope, one in which permaculture principles are implicit, not
explicit”.
So what is a Transition Initiative? The Transition Network
wiki website states thus:
“A Transition Initiative is a community working together to look
Peak Oil and Climate Change
squarely in the eye and address
this BIG question:

“for all those aspects of
life that this community
needs in order to sustain
itself and thrive, how do
we significantly increase
resilience (to mitigate the
effects of Peak Oil) and
drastically reduce carbon

12 or simultaneously. Once
a certain stage is reached the
initiating group disbands, allowing others to step up and for
The four key assumptions that
new levels of growth to emerge.
drive this process are (briefly):
Information, techniques, presentations, interviews, podcasts,
1. A lower energy future is inevitable, we can plan for it or be lists of reference material and
video from all over the world are
taken by surprise.
shared and made available for
2. Most of our communities lack others to adapt and use with the
the resilience to cope with great understanding that time is short
shocks, whether from climate
and we don’t have time to rechange or energy constraints.
invent the wheel. Then there is
The Transition Handbook, writ3. We have to act collectively,
ten by Rob Hopkins, an upbeat
and we have to act now.
how-to book to help ground the
4. “By unleashing the creative
work—in his words: the head,
genius of those around us to
the heart and the hands of energy
creatively and proactively design descent.
our energy descent, we can build
I believe the strength of the
ways of living that are more
Transition Town process is in the
connected, more enriching and
positive, inclusive, collaborative,
that recognize the biological
limits of our planet”. (from The creative, hopeful, compassionate, just, holistic, durable and
Transition Handbook, p136)
integrated approach to local acHow does a Transition Initiative tions dealing with the convergbegin? With a small number of
ing difficulties that lie in our fupeople who form an initiating
ture. There is the understanding
group who adopt the Transition
that community is security and
Model with the intention of enin this lays resilience and opporgaging a significant proportion
tunity, the opportunity to create
of the people in their community something greater than what we
to kick it off.
know now. We can’t wait for
government to take the lead, but
The Transition Model offers a
we can lead government in the
12-step action plan—a multiright direction with well-conlayered, organic, fair, adaptable-to-whatever-works-in-your- sidered action plans backed by a
community way of igniting folk large number of people.

emissions (to mitigate
the effects of Climate
Change)?”

into action, in projects they are
passionate about—all directed
to strengthening relationships,
resilience and responses to the
difficulties we will all be facing
in our not too distant future.
The 12 steps are actioned in
whatever way is appropriate to
your community – 1 through
8

Since the emergence of this
concept in Kinsale in Ireland in
summer 2004 and then Totnes in
Devon, England, there are now
149 official initiatives worldwide with more than a thousand
in the “Mulling” stage – as in
mulling over how to put together
their own initiative. In Australia

we have 13 formal initiatives,
beginning with the Sunshine
Coast – the first initiative outside
of the UK – and 63 Mullers. We
have a “Hub” organising itself in
Brisbane to add to the Sunshine
Coast and there are people active
in the Mulling stage all around
the Caldera: in the Scenic Rim,
the Gold Coast, around Murwillumbah down to Lismore, Ballina, Brunswick Heads.
My vision of where I live is that
we do adopt the transition approach and in doing that develop
more social options close to the
village, that we re-develop the
social interaction between the
generations (and in honouring
the elders we learn how they
lived with less and how we can
too), that we take a look at local
power generation options, more
chooks, more solar, young people knowing how to grow food, a
local produce market, new songs
and plays and stories to inspire
us, school gardens and kids
learning permaculture, bees in
my garden and interesting clubs
where I can learn old skills.

There is so much more I could
write but it is time for you to
do the next part - take a look,
see if this could work where
you live and take the plunge
into community action. I know
many people in this bioregion
are active already in so many
ways (being supporters of CEC
I know you are), and this is one
of our strengths teen—our social
capital. My feeling is that in
combining Transition Towns
with what is already happening,
knowledge and understanding of
interdependance can be deepened, a greater number of people
can be ignited to participation,
relationships strengthened and
new ways of thinking, living,
working together discovered and
the possibility of greater resilience set in motion. My vision
for this bioregion is a network of
initiatives transitioning with wit
and wisdom, verve and vitality
and with insight and inspiration.
I hope to be part of that network
and I hope you do too.

Hopkins’s speech at the premier
of “The Age of Stupid” at the
Eden project in Cornwall, March
2009. This speech touched my
heart and made me cry with
hope.
“...While the Age of Stupid is the
terrifying telling of the story of
the generation that did nothing,
for me its wonderful, glorious
potential is how it sets the scene
for another, more urgent, more
exhilarating and ultimately more
useful tale to tell. It is the tale
of the generation that looked the
issues of climate change, energy
security and inevitable economic
contraction square in the eye,
and responded with creativity,
imagination and compassion.”
“We can be, we need to be, and
we must be, the generation that
future generations look back to
as the one that turned this round.
Then, and only then, would
we be worthy of the tales they
would tell and the songs they
would sing about us.”

Allow me to close with some
inspiring words from Rob

— Verdandi Worldtree

Transition References
The Transition Primer
The Heart of it all: Transition Primer and the Kinsale EDAP.
http://www.transitiontowns.org

Wikipedia Definition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transition_Towns

The Energy Bulletin Everything about energy and how it
relates to climate and community.

Rob Hopkins Blog
Transition Culture; an evolving exploration of the head,
heart and hands of energy descent.

http://www.energybulletin.net

The Post Carbon Institute.
Reduce consumption: produce locally.

http://www.transitionculture.org

The Transition Handbook,
Rob Hopkins, Finch Publishing

http://www.postcarbon.org

The Age of Stupid A 90-minute film about climate change,
set in the future, which had its world premier in London
on 15 March 2009 and will be released in Australia in July
2009.

Available at The Thin Green Line, Murwillumbah (02) 6672 3454

The Transition Newsletter
http://transitionnetworknews.wordpress.com

Who We Are & What We Do (Feb 2009)

http://www.ageofstupid.net/synopsis_0

http://transitionculture.org/wp-content/uploads/who_we_are_high.pdf

Ashoka A global association of the world’s leading social entrepreneurs with system changing solutions for the
world’s most urgent social problems. Rob Hopkins is one of
three nominated fellows for 2009. Rob’s Ashoka ‘interview’
is available on YouTube.

Transition Sunshine Coast
http://www.seac.org

Mapping the cultural implications of peak oil and climate change (David Holmgren)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ojqbXqCrfgI

http://www.futurescenarios.org
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BAY STREET
The revelations resulting from
the ICAC inquiry into the intimate and corrupt nexus between
developers, the State Government and Wollongong Council
last year, were both fascinating
and shocking. But were these
findings that different from those
coming out of Government Inquiries into Tweed Shire Council
over the past two decades?
The ugly multi-storey aberration
known as “Seascape” at Tweed
Heads arose from a similar corrupt nexus between developers,
the Tom Hogan era Council and
the Unsworth Labour Government. Barrie Unsworth was
allegedly offered a very favourable deal on an apartment for his
co-operation.
The current fiasco next door in
Bay St. seems to be the result of
yet another cosy deal between
large development corporations,
Tweed Shire Council and the
State Government’s Urban Task
Force and Lands Department.
Where is the transparency
recommended by the Bulford
and Daly Inquiries? Why is the
General Manager so enthusiastic
about development which costs
the earth and shrinks the park?
Green open space is finite and
cannot be manufactured at will.
We should hold on to what
we’ve got Dot. Scarce resources
should go into needy services
like sewage treatment to deal
with the fundamental problems
of the lower estuary not into
unnecessary and unwanted tizzying-up and trivial pursuits
around the Jack Evans boat harbour. Our natural assets are the
only sustainable assets which,

if nurtured, will continue to pay
out for the Tweed into the future.
Why should our roads and green
open space be surrendered to
help balance the books of an
inept and incompetent State
Government? Who benefits?
When large corporations fund
political parties it is for the
simple base purpose of gaining
influence. When government
super-funds are invested in
property companies a perverted
outcome is likely.

Application or Building Application in place for the parcel of
land, obtains a massive asset to
the detriment of the people of the
Tweed.
“Centro - beneficiary of large
parcels of State Government
Ministers Superfunds.
“Centro - who through State
Government appointed Administrators thwart the development
of any new shopping centres
that might compete with Centro!
How convenient!

The Greens believe development corporations like Walker
and Leda are achieving unsustainable outcomes from large
donations to Labor (see www.
democracy4sale.org). Stewart
Cahill, a National Party supporter and real estate agent from
Burringbar states in his recent
letter to the Echo that Centro is
behaving badly and is exerting
undue influence. Here is what
he has to say:

“Now Council bureaucrats want
to gag our Councillors. The sale
of this land would see the State
Government finding a way to
strip the money in any event.

“The only Spivs in NSW are the
current NSW Labor Party and
Messers Carr & Rees, who have
driven this once prosperous state
into economic chaos. Transport,
Water, Power, the Ethanol Farce,
to name a few of the political
travesties vested on us by State
Government and appointed
Administrators in collusion with
these Macquarie Street thugs as
they now manipulate the stripping of our local assets.

“Direct Mike Raynor to poleaxe
the very idea of closing even a
portion of Bay Street.

“Current Councillors are locked
into the Bay Street situation into
virtually giving the land away
in a severely depressed market.
For what? So that Centro, who
has no planning, Development
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“I ask the current Councillors to
put their political and personal
differences aside on this issue
(although my political direction is Right of Genghis Khan),
and back Katie Milne and Barry
Longland.

“PS Katie, I still won’t be voting
Green!
- Stuart Cahill”

As with the Repco Rally, the
state government is perverting the democratic process to
achieve predetermined and
destructive outcomes which are
opposed to the best interests of
the public and the planet.

Hop.E

Hands Off Country
A Message To The Caldera Mob – Will You Help
Us To Protect The Kimberley?
I’ll give a quick summary of the campaign to
protect the Kimberley and I hope it inspires you
to check out our websites.
Kimberley land in the North West is known and
revered by most Australians and treasured as
one of our last remaining wilderness areas. It’s
currently under threat by the WA Liberal Government who within a few weeks of being elected
last year, promised us GM crops, uranium mining
and a massive industrial complex on the Kimberley coast. The beginning of their plans comprises
a huge gas hub 60km north of Broome, on native
title land; a site chosen for its potential for expansion..... if the land isn’t voluntarily given up, they
plan to ‘compulsorily acquire’ it.
The result of this would be devastating to country, to the people, and to the marine environment.
I’d urge you to go to our websites and just get
an idea of what’s proposed, and the extent of our

loss if it goes ahead.
We need the support of everyone, we already
have a massive ongoing campaign to oppose the
Lib’s plans, The Wilderness Society is campaigning for us, we have some persons on the East
Coast, and we need you too.
Thanks for reading this, and thanks so much to
the CEC committee for their support and for giving me some of their meeting time to speak last
month.
There’s info and petitions at the Caldera shop.
Websites include:
http://www.savethekimberley.com
http://www.kimberleyactnow.com
http://www.environskimberley.org.au
http://www.protect-the-kimberley.blog.ca
http://www.handsoffcountry.blogspot.com
Ali Batten
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Submission by The Caldera Environment Centre to
The New South Wales Department of Planning,
objecting to the ‘Developer’ Proposals for Cobakai Lakes
and Kings Forest:
Summary
A responsible Minister or Director General of Planning and/or
Conservation, of a government
which promotes the principles
of Ecological Sustainability and
the Precautionary Principle, in
the new, worsening, understated
and fatal climate of Ecology Loss
and Global Warming, cannot with
a clear conscience recommend
these Environmental Assessment
Reports & Plans (EAR&P’s) for
adoption for the following reasons:
The Concept Plan lacks sufficient
detail to provide enough data
for accurate and proper assessment of vital elements like Ecological buffers. The notion of
shared buffers with stormwater
systems, paths and recreational
facilities is unacceptable because it compromises the environmental and ecological functions and integrity of the buffer.
A minimum and unambiguous
fifty metres around Environmental Protection Zoned Areas
(EPZAs) is required for easy
implementation and meaningful
assessment. For detailed comment on ecological buffers refer
to submission by D. Milledge,
16th Feb. 09.
Hazy buffer boundaries, general
lack of design criteria & detailed and accurate zone parameters impedes accurate flood
modelling.
Lack of believable flood modelling impedes assessment of
the adequacy of EPZAs, habitat linkages and corridors, and

frustrates the mapping of zone
boundaries.
Important Habitat Corridors and
Linkages are entirely notional
and are not supported by actual
real time indigenous vegetation.
Furthermore they cross roads
and paved areas or are combined with passive & active and
incompatible recreational areas,
or services (eg golf course,
parkland, paths etc).
The Draft Statement of Commitments does not include 150 ha.
of EPZA Tweed Shire (S.5.8
p.43). There is a lack of commitment (S.8.10) to dedicate
150 ha. for addition to Cudgen
Nature Reserve. Do “conditions” imply and attempt to
initiate changes within the Reserve such as the natural drainage regime of Blacks Creek to
facilitate accelerated stormwater
drainage?? (H. James 02/09).
The Public Open Space proposals
of 28.3 ha. (Summary) do not
meet the TSC standard of 2.83
ha. per 1,000 residents (Contribution Plan No.5). Does this
figure include other provisions,
water bodies, or stormwater
ponds etc.?
Considering the temporal stages
of development, Release Area A
residents must have appropriate
playing fields from the time of
initial occupation. Will playing
fields provide Flood Storage areas? Can football become water
polo? (H. James 02/09).
The Proposed Golf Course, situated between residential devel12

opment, Heathland and Wallum
Wetlands does not provide an
“appropriate buffer” to the
Heathland and compromises
the ecological values of the
Wetlands including those lands
within Cudgen Nature Reserve.
The Cudgen Sandplain (paddock) supports arguably the
most valuable habitat on the site
and is used by Threatened (TSC
Act) Wallum Sedge Frog, Wallum Froglet, Eastern Grass Owl,
Common Planigale and LongNosed Potaroo. The regenerated and grazed areas are also
valuable habitat for threatened
fauna species in the area.
The Golf Course Management
Plan wrongly claims that Ecological buffers are “passive
vegetative buffers”. In fact they
should be active in their vital
role of providing:
“effective measures to manage wetlands or areas of particular habitat
significance” (S.7 (3)(a)).
“be designed and sited to maintain connectivity of vegetation and
minimise vegetation clearing, soil
disturbance and alterations to the
rate, volume or quality of surface and
ground water flows” (S.7 (3)(b)).
“retain and maintain all existing
native vegetation outside the area immediately required for the development” (S.7 (3)(c)).
“incorporate measures to regenerate
native vegetation for all disturbed
areas within the buffer” (S.7 (3)(d)).

The General Concept Management Plan (GCMP) is not strategic and pro-active but relies on
remedial action after problems
have manifested. Analysis and

effective detailed designed measures to control Ph and nutrient
migration during construction
and operating stages, control
exotic pest species like Cane
Toad, Plague Minnow, Cat, Dog
and Red Fox during and after
construction etc. The incorporation of Ecological buffers into
the golf course design negates
the function of the buffers and
is contrary to the intent of S.7
(Amendment 10). For detailed
comment on Ecological buffers, Constructed Water Bodies,
Koala Food Trees and Bulk
Earthworks refer D. Milledge
submission to Kings Forest
Concept Plan 16 Feb.09.
Agricultural Drains within SEPP
14 Wetlands should not be
retained or rehabilitated (Summary JBA 08) but allowed to
rehabilitate naturally to restore
normal ecological processes (D.
Milledge, ditto).
For a contemporary alternative
critique of Threatened Fauna
Conservation, Ecological Processes and Landscape Conservation and Rehabilitation and
Design Processes concerning
the Kings Forest site refer D.
Milledge submission to the DoP

16 Feb.09, ditto for a list of
literature AND specific suggestions for the successful on-going rehabilitation and natural
ecological functioning of critical habitats on and adjacent to
the site.
Cobaki Lakes and Kings Forest
represents a population increase of 30,000 (from 80,000
- 110,000) in the space of 15
- 20 years. The sites are positioned next to highly sensitive and regionally significant
estuarine water bodies (Lakes).
A monopolistic situation now
exists where one company
controls almost all the future
(foreseeable) urban expansion
in Tweed Shire. This is unhealthy economically, as can
be seen from historical, written
and experiential evidence, and
also unhealthy ecologically and
environmentally. The lack of
sympathy for the native ecosystems and landscape values
of these large and ecologically
significant sites is breathtaking. To date there has been no
responsible stewardship role
displayed; only callous and
calculated abuse. We ask the
Minister to act responsibly in

Water Worries and False Villains
When the topic of water scarcity
comes up, more often than not
“those damn cotton/rice farmers
with their massive water allocations” are blamed for everything.
Unsustainable water use is a big
issue but if you’re looking for
the chief culprits you can disregard the plant kingdom entirely.
To grow a kilo of corn you need
up to 630 litres, wheat – 750,
rice - 2000 litres. That does
sound like a LOT of water. But

to produce one kilo of beef can
take up to 100, 000 litres!
In percentage terms, even cotton
is third on the water guzzler list
of shame (15%), following livestock (36%), and dairy (19%).
Saving water is just part of the
larger picture in terms of reducing consumption to save the
planet. The most powerful thing
we can do as consumers in a
capitalist society is to act against
unsustainable practices by not
13

the assessment of these Reports
which we believe cannot guarantee the Ecological Sustainability of either site.
Concerning Community Consultation, it is not possible for
the public to view these large
sites at first hand and there has
been absolutely NO public information sessions or
on-site inspections. All the
available information comes
via consultants hired by, and
paid for, by the proponent.
As suggested by D. Milledge,
this information is extremely
biased and unreliable. Absolute control of consent by the
Minister is inherently undemocratic and is contrary to
the original intent of the NSW
Planning process as legislated
(originally) in the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act.
Coordinator
Caldera Environment Centre
The complete submission by the
Caldera Environment Centre to
the Department of Planning is
readable at www.calderaenvironmentcentre.org.

by Natalie Hollingsworth
supporting the meat or dairy
industry.
So next time someone whinges
about rice farmers taking all that
water, you can put things in perspective for them and highlight
how through their own actions
and simple supply and demand
economics they can help save
our beautiful river systems and
the planet.

Well Kevin and co. are not the
messiah after all. While they’re
massively better than Howard
(just getting rid of the bastard
earned my eternal gratitude),
they’re still politicians, interested
in their own survival above all
else. I really had higher hopes,
but the pitiful attempt at emission
control, the shameful raiding
of the Sea Shepherd ship (and
the lack of any meaningful action against Japanese whaling
in general), not kick-starting
renewable energy with their billions, and a thousand other tiny
cuts, have forced me to realise
that we’re not saved yet.
It’s difficult to get my head
around the idea that a group
of intelligent, apparently wellmeaning people, can stand
around carping and jostling for
re-election, while the human race
causes its own destruction. Ian
Lowe says we need a revolution.
Transition Towns could be an
answer (see page 8). It’s certainly
insanity to do nothing.
One government which seems to
be getting it right is California,
USA. They’re providing a model
for the transition to renewable energy. Since the 1970s the govern-

ment has been fostering renewable
energy and low energy use.
They have a surcharge of 2-3%
on all electricity and natural gas
bills, and they use this money to
provide subsidies for low-energy
products for householders, farmers and businesses. Over the
long-term this has gained all-

round support, because people end
up paying less for their energy as
a result of installing low-energy
appliances, efficient windows,
solar hot water etc.
The surcharge also goes towards
the transition to solar and wind
power. California is on track to
source 20% of their energy from
renewables within a couple of
years, and they have set a new
goal for 33% by 2020.

California’s per capita energy use
is half the rate of the rest of the
USA. and household use is 15%
lower than other states.
It’s such an obvious thing for us
to do. But it would be electorally
unpopular I hear you cry. How
do we even know that? If it was
marketed effectively - a surcharge
on your power bills in return
for help to buy cost-effective
products and the promise of a
renewable, sustainable future
- even our selfish greedy hippocket mentalities may well
respond to that.
Anyway, something else
which is happening, and set to
do immeasurable good, is the
Kyoto Box. It’s a solar cooker, made from cardboard, costing around $8. A black inner
cardboard box and a silver foilcovered outer box concentrates
enough heat from the sun (into
a covered pot placed inside) to
cook food and sterilize water. At
present 2 billion people are using
firewood for these tasks, not only
adding massively to deforestation
but also requiring back-breaking
time-consuming labour. Yes the
cardboard comes from trees, but
only once, and John Bohmer, the

War on Terror, ... the Boardgame
Wage war on the most dangerous abstract noun
known to man! It’s got suicide bombers, political
kidnaps and intercontinental war.
It’s got filthy propaganda, rampant paranoia and secret treaties. And the Axis of Evil is a spinner in the
middle of the board …
I am interested in creating a social club that will
have regular monthly get togethers, and have a few
drinks and play this highly amusing game. Kind of
like a chess club but more fun (Sorry chess aficionados, but it’s true!).
If you are interested and want to learn more contact
me.
Sam Dawson – (02) 6672 7765
Email: sdawson@qldnet.com.au
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Norwegian-born Kenyan-based
inventor, is aiming to make the
boxes from recycled plastic in the
future. They are already in massproduction in a cardboard factory in Nairobi. The factory can
produce 2.5 million boxes each
month.
For more info go to www.fastcompany or google ‘Kyoto Box’.

And my favourite good news,
Kiva is an online organisation
which provides micro-finance to
give the working poor in the third
world the means to start or support their own businesses.
The innovation here is that WE
can provide that micro-finance.
For US$25 you can contribute to
families, small business or com-

REPCO RALLY AUSTRALIA
PROTEST MARCH

* THREAT to our ECO-TOURISM REPUTATION negating ‘Green Cauldron’
world-wide promotion. Highest biodiversity in Australia, yet 2/3rds vulnerable
* Unsubstantiated net economic benefit to local businesses during rally. Damage
to eco-tourism. W.A. REJECTED RALLY AS NOT FINANCIALLY VIABLE
* RISK OF INJURY & DEATH TO DRIVERS, SPECTATORS AND NATIVE
ANIMALS due to motor racing on unsealed RURAL ROADS & in NATIONAL
PARKS. Unseen stress myopathy deaths to kangaroos and wallabies
* Riding horses or motorbikes through national parks is not permitted yet 60 cars
racing up to 260 kph in virgin bushland is OK?
* INCONVENIENCE to RESIDENTS - disruption of local traffic, road closures
up to 5 days. Unacceptable levels of noise, dust and fumes. Choppers, planes,
water trucks, film crews, emergency vehicles in addition to spectator vehicles
* FIRE RISK in our DRIEST MONTH - disruption of rare and endangered wildlife
species’ to breeding cycles
* ENCOURAGING YOUTH TO SPEED ON COUNTRY ROADS - more
accidents from copycat driving and loss of life all year round
* BURDEN ON WILDLIFE CARERS to care for extra injured animals year
round, not just during event. Little support from government to do this
* LAWS AND PROCEDURES VIOLATED – a done deal without DA
approvals,feasibility studies, Environmental Impact Study. Likely breaches Koala
Recovery Plan, Threatened Species Conservation Act, EPBC Act, various SEPPs
* LACK OF PUBLIC CONSULTATION - EVENTS NSW believed to have paid
$6 million TAXPAYER DOLLARS to REPCO RALLY AUSTRALIA but will not
disclose claiming ‘commercial in confidence.’ Why the secret back room deals?
* CONFLICT OF INTEREST – General Manager TSC Mike Rayner on board of
Repco Rally Australia. RRA given free council office space, use of Jack Baylis
Park, Kingscliff for a month, $120,000 per event and other unspecified support
* INCREASED RATES imposed yet council gives our $ to a private company

Do you want this to go ahead? If not JOIN US!!

TUESDAY 19 MAY, 2.00pm
KNOX PARK to COUNCIL CHAMBERS
In the event of not obtaining police/council approval OR
rain, meet at Council 3pm. Council meeting follows.
No Rally Group: no.rally@yahoo.com ph. (0438) 357 452
• animal suits,
• Street theatre.
• masks,
• musical instruments,
• creative ideas welcome.
• placards
The march will arrive at the Council chambers
for the Council meeting at 4.30PM.
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munity banks in the Americas,
Africa, the Middle East, Eastern
Europe or Asia. The website lists
all the people you have the option of lending to. The website
states “the people you see on
Kiva’s site are real individuals
in need of funding...When you...
choose someone to lend to, and
then make a loan, you are helping
a real person make great strides
towards economic independence
and improve life for themselves,
their family, and their community.
Throughout the course of the loan
(usually 6-12 months), you can
receive email journal updates and
track repayments. Then, when
you get your loan money back,
you can relend to someone else
in need...Kiva also partners with
existing micro-finance institutions, helping them to broaden
their base.”
The projects are many and varied, including making clothes,
growing fruits and vegetables,
running shops and market stalls,
construction, natural medicines,
in fact anything viable that people
can come up with. This is such
a brilliant idea because it means
that we in the wealthy West can
make a direct difference to someone in dire need. For around $50
we can have a real impact and do
good in the world. The site was
recommended on Late Night Live
by Peter Singer. Check it out at
http://www.kiva.org
That’s probably enough fabulous
stuff in one go. We’ll leave you
with a line from a BBC radio
sci-fi comedy called ‘Nebulous’;
“I was so withdrawn as a child
that I had an imaginery nodding
acquaintance”.
Consuela
Judge a man not by what he
has but by what he can, with
dignity, do without.

Upcoming Events
Uki Sustainability Project : 9th May, Uki Hall, 2pm - 5pm Come along and give us
your ideas
Tweed Greens : 1st Thursday, CWA Hall, Murwillumbah, 6.30pm
Tweed Climate Action Now : 2nd Thursday, Imperial Hotel, Murwillumbah, 6.30pm
Tweed Landcare : 3rd Monday, RSL, Murwillumbah, 6pm
Friends of Wollumbin Landcare : 1st Saturday, opp. Boulder Close, Kyogle Rd.
(chemical free site) 8am
Tweed Bird Observers : 2nd Sunday, 7.30am, outing followed by meeting call Laurel (07) 5590 9254
World Environment Day Festival : Sunday 14th June, Knox Park, Murwillumbah,
10am - 3pm

REPCO RALLY AUSTRALIA

PROTEST MARCH
planned for TUESDAY 19 MAY, 2PM
(Pending Police/Council approval)

KNOX PARK to COUNCIL CHAMBERS

Do you want the Repco Rally to go ahead? If not, join the march

If undelivered,please return to:

Caldera Environment Centre
PO Box 5090 Sth Murwillumbah 2484

Opinions expressed in this publication may be those of the individual authors and not neccessarily those of the CEC or its members.

100% recycled postconsumer oxygen bleached paper

In the event of rain, meet at Council Chambers at 4pm
Please call Menkit on (02) 6679 5863 to confirm date.

The CEC is located at Queen Street, Murwillumbah, Phone 66721121, Email tree@calderaenvironmentcentre.org
Meetings of the CEC are always 2nd Tuesday of the month, 5:30pm in the shop.

